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PART I 

1. These submissions are in a fonn suitable for publication on the internet. 
PARTII 

2. The issue in this case is whether the fee conditions imposed by the first and second 
respondents (the respondents) on approvals granted pursuant to s 33 of the ~ 

3. 

A dninistratianA a 1998 (NSW) (RAAct) to the appellant (Betfair) to publish New South 
Wales (NSW) race fields infringe the freedom guaranteed by s 92 of the Constitution. 

Specifically, whether: 

a. it is sufficient for Betfair to prove that the impugned fee conditions imposed and were 
intended to impose significantly greater business costs on Betfair, per revenue dollar, 
than they imposed on TAB Limited (the TAB); and 

b. the Full Court erred in holding it was necessary for Betfair to prove that the practical 
effect or likely practical effect of the impugned fee conditions was to cause Betfair to 
suffer a significant loss of market share or profitability because the impugned fee 
conditions were facially neutral. 

PART III 

4. Section 78B notices have been. issued to the Attorneys General of the Commonwealth, the 
States and the Territories. Betfair does not consider mat any further s 78B notice is 
required. 

20 PARTIV 

5. The primary judge's decision ([2010] FCA 603) is reported at (2010) 268 ALR 723. The 
Full Court's decISion ([2010] FCAFC 133) is reported at (2010) 189 FCR 356. 

PART V FACTUAL BACKGROUND 

Summary 

6. Betfair is engaged in interstate trade. It operates the only betring exchanse in Australia, 
under a licence from the Tasmanian Gaming Commission.' It conducts lts exchange over 
the internet' and accepts wagers over the internet and by telephone from punters around 
Australia. It cannot laWfully operate from NSW.' Betfair has mcreased its share of the 
national market for wagering on racing and sporting events' since it was licensed in 2006. 

30 7. The TAB is the NSW monopoly licence holder for off-course totalizator wagering and is 
the dominant wagering operator in respect of wagering on NSW thoroughbred and harness 
races.' 

40 

8. The RA Act prohibits publication of NSW race fields (anywhere) without ar: ~p':oval from 
the relevant racing control bodies (the respondents and Greyhound Racing NSW). The 
scheme pennits the racing control bodies to impose a fee condition on race field approvals 
up to a maximum of 1.5% of "wage~g turnover," a term defined in the Racing 
Administration Regulation 2005 (NS W) (RA Regulation) as the total amount of wagers 
made on the back side of a wager (also referred to as "back bet turnover"). The "back" side 
of the wager means that side of the wager that bets an event will occur.' The other side of 
the wager is known as the "lay" side, which bets that an event will not occur. Both 

, (2010) 189 FCR 356 (Full Court) at [22]. 
2 (2010) 268 ALR 723 (perramJ) at [28]. 
l Full o,un at [22]. 
'See for example: Tabcorp Holdings Limited's (the TAB's parent company! submission to the Minister for Gaming 
& Racing September 2007 at 1.3 (in relation to Northern Territory corporate bookmakers and Betfair) er abcorp 
2007 letter to Minister); CEO 18 June 2008 Report to the RNSWBoard (18 June 2008 Board report) at p 27. 
'Full o,un at [36]-[37]. 
6 Full o,un at [11]; but see PerramJ at [9]-[13]. 
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respondents have imposed the maximum fee of 1.5% of back bet turnover on all wagering 
operators issued with approvals. 

9. The whole of the revenue derived by the TAB and intrastate bookmakers comprises 
revenue from back bets. This is not the case for Betfair, which matches back and lay bets. 

10. The effect of the fee conditions imposed by the respondents on Betfair is that the fees paid 
by Betfair amount to approximately 54-61 % of its gross revenue from NSW thoroughbred 
or harness racing.' 

11. The fee conditions imposed by the respondents on the TAB represent fees amounting to 
9.375% of its gross revenue from NSW thoroughbred or harness racing.' 

10 The relevant market 

20 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

There is a national market for wagering on racing and sporting events including NSW 
~orse racing: This national market includes wagering in person, by telephone or on the 
mternet.1O 

The national market participants based in Australia, on the supply side, offer different 
wagering types:" 

a. totalizator betting, offered by each State-based monopoly off course totalizator (and 
racing clubs authorised to conduct on-course totaIizators); 

b_ traditional fixed odds back betting, offered by State-based licensed bookmakers, 
including "corporate bookmakers" based in the Northern Territorywho operate seven 
days a week and solely by telephone and on the internet; and 

c. fixed odds back and lay betting on an exchange, as offered by Betfair. 

Consumers on the demand side of this national market may bet on an Australian horse race 
in person with a wagering operator in the State or Territory they are in or on the telephone 
or electronically with any wagering operator in any State or Territory licensed or authorised 
to accept bets via telephone or the internet.12 

The evidence before the trial judge, and the Full Court, and implicitly accepted by both,is 
that on average across all races, Betfair offers a better retum to customers than the TAB.13 

'PemunJ at (119), [133), [136), [148) and [153]. Implicitly accepted by the Full Court at [31), [80) and [107)
although the Full Court did not identify the figures. See also the Report by A Cameron to NSW Minister for Gaming 
and Racing (Cameron Report) at p 109. 
8 PemunJ at [119]. 
9 There is no finding to this effect in either judgment below (although see Sportslxt vState r/NewSadh Wales (2010) 
186 FCR 226 at 235 (21) (perramJ) and ~NSW vSportslxt (2010) FCAFC 132 at [21)], but it is a proposition 
not in dispute by the parties: see for example the 18 June 2008 Board Report which assumes such a market (see 
especially the reference to the elasticity of demand at p 44); as does the Report of the Betting Exchange Task Force 
dated 10.7.03 (the Betting Exchange Taskforce Report) (see especially01apter 5.2: "Effects on Licensed 
Australian Wagering Operators and on Racing IndUstry and Government Revenue Streams"); Productivity 
Commission 2010, Gmiiirr" Report No. 50 Canberra (productivity Commission Report), O1apters 2.5 and 16 
(available at http://www.pc.gov.aulprojects/inquiry/gambliog-2009/report). The draft of this report was available 
at the time of the trial in this matter and Betfair tendered the draft report. The trial judge did not rely on the draft 
report on the basis that it supported a case Betfair had not pleaded: at [334]. Betfair submits the report contains 
information the Court will find of assistance in determining the constitutional issue before it: see Brf£nvSrm/nn 
(1961) 106 CLR 406 at 411-416 (Dixon q); Gark KingvA ustralian W'heat Brurd (1971) 140 CLR 120 at 174-175 
(StephenJ); NmthEastemDairy Cb LinitalvDairylrrlustryAuthoriJ:y(NSVII} (1975) 134 CLR559 (NEDCq at 622 
(Jacobs J); and Thorms vMoohray (2006) 233 CLR 307 (Mowbr.l;) at 512-522 [613}(639) (HejdonJ). 
10 See &1fairPtyLinitalv WestemAustralia (2008) 234 CLR418 (Betfaii) at 480 [114); ~NSWvSportslxt[201O) 
FCAFC 132 at (21) (SporobetFnll Court). 
" PerramJ at [281]. See also Full Court at [10) limited to New South Wales. 
12 Perram J at [281]. 
13 The evidence included: Twaits T133.36-36 (19.11.09); Twaits 25 September 2009 and Ex AJT-2 pp 1-47; Betting 
Exchange Taskforce Report at pp 94-98; Access Economics Report for Australian Racing Board, "Financial 
Implications of Betting Exchanges" dated 25.2.05 (Access Economics Report) at (ill); Racing NSW Strategic Plan 
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The suppliers licensed in New South Wales 

The TAB 

16. As noted above, the TAB is the monopoly off course totalizator in NSW14 and the 
dominant wagering operator in that State. Its off course totalizator accounted for 78.96% 
of all money wagered on NSW thoroughbred races in the 2007 and 2008 racing season.1S A 
significant proportion of the wagering revenue earned by the TAB is paid to tlie racing 
control bodies under the Racing Distribution Agreement" and to the State of NSW as 
betting taxes.I7 

17. Totalizator betting is a system of wagering in which wagers by customers on a particular 
event are pooled by the operator. Orily 'back bets' are accepted so the total pool for an 
event will represent the total amount of wagers made on tlie back side, that IS, back bet 
turnover. When the outcome of an event is known, the operator deducts a commission (in 
the TAB's case, on average, 16%1~ and the remainder of the pool is divided among the 
successful customers. The return to the customer cannot be known before the outcome of 
the event." 

18. The TAB's revenue for each event on which it offers wagers is, on average, 16% of its back 
bet turnover.20 The higher the TAB's commission, the lower the return to customers 
betting with the TAB. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

Bookmakers 

Licensed bookmakers in NSW are licensed by the respondents and Greyhound Racing 
NSW, authorised by the relevant race clubs where they have a physical presence21 and 
authorised pursuant to Part 3A of the RA Act.22 

Bookmakers offer fixed odds betting. Like totalizators, they only accept back bets. They 
earn revenue by offering odds on the outcome of races which includes an 'overround', with 
the intention of ensuring the bookmaker earns a gross profit on each race. The amount by 
which the sum of the percentage value of the odds for each runner in the race exceeds 
100% is the overround. It is necessary for a bookmaker to re-adjust his or her odds as bets 
are taken to ensure the 'book' on a particular race includes the desired overround.23 The 
lower the overround, the higher the odds offered to customers (and the better the return to 
customers).2. 

The revenue a bookmaker makes on a race is the total amount wagered with him or her, 
minus the money paid in winnings. It will depend not only on back bet turnover but also 
on the overround the bookmaker has created on a particular race from the bets accepted, 
and the distribution of bets on particular runners." 

for the NSW Thoroughbred Racing Industry, 2004 (RNSW Strategic Plan) at p 13; Tabcorp letterto the Premier 
of NSW dated 12.11.07 (Iabcorp 2007 letter to Premier) at p 1; and 18 June 2008 Board report at p 44. See also 
Productivity Commission Report at 37 and 16.7. 
14 Section 14 T"",bzatvr A et 1997 (NSW); PerramJ at [60], [282]. 
15 Perram J at [36]. 
"PerramJ at [60]-[61], [66], [68], [291]. 
17 PerramJ at [62]. 
18 This was admitted by the respondents (Defence to the Further Amended Statement of Claim at [48] and found by 
PerramJ at [123]. 
19 PerramJ at [30]; Full Court [36}[37]. 
20 As the respondents admitted (Defence to the Further Amended Statement of Qaim at [66.3] and the trial judge 
found, there is a direct, or linear, relationship between the TAB's revenue/commission and its back bet turnover 
(perram J at [137] and [150D. 
21 Perram J at [307}[308]. 
22 PerramJ at [302]. 
23 PerramJ at [24]-[26]. 
24 Perram J at [24]-[25]. 
"PerramJ at [24]-[25]. See also PerramJ in Spartsl:et vNSW & 0". (2010) 186 FCR226 (SportsbetPerramJ) at 
[149]. 
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The interstate supplier: Betfair 

22. 

23. 

24. 

25. 

As noted above, Betfair is the only betting exchange licensed in Australia. It offers 
wagering on sportinR and other events, including thoroughbred racing and harness racing 
conducted in NSW. 

Customers wagering on an exchange may make a back bet or a lay bet on an event27 and in 
effect are betting against each other. A customer making a back bet puts up a 'stake' which 
they are liable to lose if their wager is unsuccessful. This wager needs to be matched by a 
customer preIJared to make a lay bet, who does not put up a stake but who must have in 
his or her Betfair account sufficient funds to pay the bacKer's potential return if the backer 
is successful." Although Betfair is the formal counterpartyto each side of the wagering 
transaction, it matches each side of the wager, such mat a bet is not accepted unless it can 
be matched. All of this wagering activity occurs over the intemet.29 

Betfair earns revenue by charging a commission of between 2% and 5%. It is a requirement 
of Betfair's licence that commissIOn not exceed 5%.'" This commission is charged on the 
net winrnn.· gs of a customer in a particular "market". For example, for a given horse race, 
Betfair may offer a market on which horse will win the race ana a separate market for 
horses to place first, second or third." A customer's return will depend on the net outcome 
of all their bets in one market and also the commission they are cliarged 

The commission earned by Betfair has no fixed or direct relationship to 'back bet 
turnover'. Where wageriIIg transactions by a customer in a market do not result in net 
winnings, while there will be 'back bet turnover' involved, Betfair will not receive any 
commission. 32 As PerramJ found:" W7:1at is plain is thatonanytwtiatfareumt there is noWZ)! 
that the arJ'lXJ11t if Betfair's amrlsSWn can be dinitly calaJated frorrik~ only the rota! if all hick 
bets" .33 

Race fields approval scheme 

Summary 

26. The race field scheme introduced by NSW and implemented by the respondents had the 
following features (which are developed in more detail below): 

a. the scheme was introduced in order to gain financial contribution from "jrr:e riders" who 
were interstate wagering operators34 (as all intrastate wagering operators contributed to 
the industry through fees and taxes pursuant to the Gentleman's Agreement); 

b. the respondents, who participated in the creation of the legislative and regulatory 
scheme, were concerned to prevent or reduce revenue leaKage from the TAB to 
interstate wagering operators, including Betfair, and saw the scheme as a method of 
stemming that leakage;35 and 

26 Perram J at [48]: Full o,urt at [22]. 
27 Perram J at [48]. 
28 Perram J at [55]. 
29 Bets accepted by telephone are also placed on the exchange. As described in the Betting Exchange T askforce 
Repon, quoted by the High o,urt in Betfair at 450 [8]: "The Internet is an ideal vehicle for betting exchange 
operations. It allows current exchange infonnation to be displayed to a global audience in real time and facilitates 
automated wagering transactions against pro-established accounts and the efficient transfer of funds to and from 
accounts". 
JO Full Court at [23]. The range of commission reflects the commission rate for a particular market and a customer's 
use of the exchange: see Twaits 16 September 2009 [46}[ 48]. 
31 Perram J at [47]. 
J2 PerramJ at [141]. 
33 PerramJ at [141]. 
34 See PerramJ in Sportsl:uat [46]. 
35 Perram J at [235] and [239]: see also PerramJ in Sportsl:u at [44}[ 45]. 
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27. 

28. 

29. 

30. 

c. the respondents devised a proposal to levy fees on a basis that did not address the 
known fundamental differences amongst wagering operators and that had a 
significantly disproportionate effect on Betfarr.36 

Introduction of the legislative scheme 

Prior to the introduction of the statutory scheme in issue in these and the related 
proceedings of Sportsbet, no wagering operator paid interstate racing authorities for the use 
of race fields information in those States.J7 Underthis "Gentleman's Agreement", each 
wagering operator only paid fees and taxes in the State in which they were licensed, even 
when oifenng wagers on races in other States." That arrangement was described by Perram 
J in S portsbet as "ri:ither lxro.ren g:nt/em;n nor an a~ ... Rather, it is a pditicaL a1T~" : 
[27]. 

Under NSW funding arrangements, the TAB had and has a commercial relationship with 
the three codes of NSW racing (the respondents and Greyhound Racing NSW)39 (described 
by the trial judge as "wydase in an ffmOI1ic sense toa joint~').4fJ Pursuantto this 
commercial relationship, the TAB must provide the racing codes 21.9965% of net wagering 
revenue from all its NSW licences·! (amongst other payments identified by Perram J at 
[60]. 

The Gentleman's Agreement survived in an era where face-to-face betting either on track 
(with bookmakers) or off track (with the TAB) was the dominant form of wagering." The 
advent of wagering by telephone and the intemet allowed wage~ operators to operate 24 
hours a day, 7 days a week; "iffoing cheap and innamti1£ prrxluas":' The wagering operators 
who did so, based predominantly outsiae NSW, attracted customers away from established 
wagering operators such as the TAB in NSW, affecring the revenue base from which NSW 
racmg was funded." Further, consistent with the Gentleman's Agreement, those operators 
were only paying fees in the State or Territory in which theywere licensed. This emergence 
of the "rxwlJJJl1Olr1j'·s brought with it a need to introduce an alternative model of fee 
collection." 

InJune 2005, Mr V'Landys, CEO of Racing NSW, wrote to the Ministerfor Racing & 
Gaming suggesting that the State government introduce legislation similar to that in. 
Victoria, requiring wagering operators to obtain approval from racing control bodies in 
order to puolish race fields." In Racing NSWs 2005 Annual Report such legislation is 
identified as a possible method "to prri:eCt racing industry 'WI£l7Uf!'." Similarly, Harness Racing 

36 See PerramJ in Sportskt at [149] (and PerramJ at [119], [133], [136], [153], [249}[251]. 
J7 Although a tace fields scheme was set up in Victoria (see Bf1jalrat 478·9 [10i'] that scheme gtanted a full credit to 
wagering opetators for payments made in their home State and so remained consistent with the Gentleman's 
Agreement. 
"PertamJ at [316]. As to the "Gentleman's Agreement" see also Beifalrat 470 [69]. 
39 PertamJ at [291]. 
40 PertamJ at [68]. 
41 PertamJ at [301]; Racing Distribution Agreement (as amended) (the RDA) at clauses 1.1 and 9.1. Note that the 
Full o,un at [19] refers to the TAB being required, pursuant to the RDA, to pay the respondents between 4.5% and 
5% of its wagering revenue. This is incorrect and may be a reference to PerramJ's analysis of the division of the 
TAB's 16% commission at [69]; orto Racing NSWs analysis: 18 June 2008 Board Report at p 28. Note TAB's 
payments under the RDA are calculated by reference to its revenue from wagering activities, not back bet turnover. 
42 Productivity o,mmission Report at 1620. 
43 Productivity o,mmission Report at 16.5. 
44 See TabcO!l' 2007letterto Minister at pp 3-4; Tabcorp 2007 letterto Premier at p 2; 18 June 2008 Board Report at 
p27. 
45 See Posner, A ntitrust in the NewEwmny (2001) 68 Antitrust Law Journal 925; referred to by the plurality in Bf1jalr at 
452 [14]. 
46 See PerramJ in Sportsktat [30]. See also 16 July 2007 CEO Report to RNSWBoard at p 43-44. 
47 Letter from Mr V'landys to Minister for Racing and Gaming dated 24.6.05. 
48 Annual Report of RNSW 2004·2005 at p 6. 
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NSWs CEO said of the race fields legislation that it would provide "a wia:JrrE ler.el if 
protRdion to the industry" although "in itself it da!s not prdJibit the operation ifbetting eniJang:s"'<' 

31. The race fields amendments to the RA Act were introduced to Parliament in October 2006 
and passed on 21 November 2006.50 The second reading speech referred to ''fire riders"'1 
and the need to "enmura[p the ongJing Whi/ity and }ittu:re erxJI1OI'ric deudoprmu if the raa~ 
industrj,52 (although there was no mention of 'parasites': amtra the Full Court in Spartsb!t at 
[28]. 

32. The amendments required wagering operators to obtain a "race field information approval" 
in order to "use" race fields (including publishing or communicating race field 
information): ss 32A and 33. The legislation defined race field information as identifying 
the name or number of horses or greyhounds taking part in a race: s 27; described by 
PerramJ and the Full Court as "necessary" information to wager upon the outcome of a 
horse race.53 

33. The amendments permitted the racing control bodies to impose a fee condition on the 
approval, to be imposed in accordance with the RA Regulauon: s 33A(2)(a). 

34. The RA Regulation had not been prepared at the time the legislation was assented to, but 
as said on behalf of the Minister: "Tlie detail if the ~ WJj k ~ as W1S this biU
in OJI1Stdtation l:mu£n the radng industry, the reg;Jator am the Gmernm:nt's kifl addsers" .54 

35. 

36. 

37. 

That consultation occurred at a working group level, with representatives of the 
respondents, Greyp.ound Racing NSW and the Office of Liquor, Gaming and Racing 
(OLGR) meeting''' and correspondingS6 from late 2006 until June 2008 to prepare the 
regulations; and at a Ministerial level with the Chairs of the respondents and Greyhound 
Racing NSW meeting with the Minister in November 2007. In relation to this meeting, the 
Chairman of Racing NSW reported to his Board that:" 

"The TAB franchise was being progressively undermined by intemet bookmakers and 
betting exchanges with inherently lower cost structures and no product fees. In this 
environment it was agreed that it was critical that the three codes control pricing for the 
use of their product under the umbrella of the Race Fields Legislation." 

During this period, both respondents prepared a fonnat for the fee condition based on 
back bet turnover which was reflected in the regulation's final form58 and also re-iterated 
ongoing concern about revenue le~e from t1ie TAB59 and that the fee condition would 
be a means of stemming that leakage. 

It is clear the respondents were aware that the adoption of a back bet turnover model 
would result in a fee to be paid by Betfair which was a significantly higher proportion of its 

49 Annual Report of HRNSW 2005-2006 at p 14 (see also at p 7). 
so PerramJ at [91] (RaargLegjsIationA>rerr:/nm;Act 2006 (NSW) No 91). 
SI All of whom were interstate operators: Sportsbet PerramJ at [46]. 
52 NSW Parliamentary Debates, Legislative Assembly, 20 October 2006 (Second Reading Speech), 3116. 
53 PerramJ at [70]; Full Coun at [24]. 
54 Second Reading Speech, 3116. 
ss November 2006 CEO repon to the RNSW board (November 2006 Board report); email from OLGR to RNSW 
and HRNSW (amongst others) dated 24.1.07. 
56 See e.g. RNSW letter to OLGR dated 2.8.07 and HRNSW letter to OLGR dated 30.8.07. 
57 19 November 2007 CEO repon to the RNSW board at p 36. 
58 See CEO reports to the RNSW board in November and December 2006, January, March, April, June, October, 
November and December 2007; March, April, May and June 2008; and June 2007 CEO repon to the HRNSW 
board (June 2007 HRNSWBoard report). 
59 See especially 18 December 2007 CEO report to the RNSWboard (referring to and attaching the Tabcorp 
presentation referred to by PerrarnJ at [223], June 2007 HRNSWBoard report, and HRNSW Annual Report for 
2008 (quoted by PerramJ at [232]. . 
60 Tabcorp "revenue leakage" presentation cited by PerramJ at [223]; the 18 December 2007 CEO repon to the 
RNSW board at pp 20-21 described this presentation as containing" imponant facts" and its advocacy of a fee of 
1.5% of turnover as "in line with RNSW's recommendations." See also RNSWStrategic Plan at pp 6, 7,11; Speech 
by A Brown, chair of RNSW dated 31.7.09 at p 13. 
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revenue earned on NSW horseracing, compared to intrastate wagerinJi operators.61 It is also 
c!ear that the respondents were concerned the RA Regulation be drafted so as to permit a 
fIxed rate turnover based fee to be applied to all wagering operators. A draft version of the 
RA Regulation included a reference to operators "if the sarrE dass or tyjX!'. Mr Vance, an 
employee of Racing NSW, wrote to the OLGR seeking amendment to the draft regulations 
to delete this phrase because:" 

"Racing NSWrroposed to charge a fixed rate on all turnover above a certain threshold 
... That sort 0 fee structure needs to be, and should be, able to be accommodated but 
may not be permitted under the current wording." 

The final version of the RA Regulation did not include any reference to "cl the SarrE dass or 
tyjX!'. It set a ceiling on the permitted fee that could be charged to licensed wagering 
operators of 1.5% of back Det turnover: cl 16 RA Regulation. 

38. This State-based regulation of a national market commenced on 1 July 2008; it was" a 
departun!' from the Gentleman's Agreement" or, more accurately, signalled the end of that 
agreement." 

The rnce field approvals grnnted by the respondents 

Racing NSW 
39. On 18 June 2008, prior to the RA Regulation beinJi publicly finalised or promulgated, the 

Racing NSW Boara ~solved to impos~ ~ fee comlit~on up~m wagering oeerators of 1.5% 
of back bet turnover m excess of $5 million." In d01!1l; SO It notea a detailed report 
prepared for the Board regardin~ the likelr effects of the fee condition, described by 
Perrarn J as "a rorrplex dro/m;nt if cwsiderable sqiJistication" .'6 

40. The report indicated the fee condition would have no net impact on the TAB because of 
coromercial obligations67 and that there would be few NSW DOOkmakers affected as more 
than 95% of bookmakers licensed in NSW have an annual turnover less than the $5 million 
thresholcl68 In addition, it contained a detailed analysis of the effect of the fee on interstate 
wagering operators, specifically (as quoted by Perram ]):69 

"CoIpomte bookmakers and betting exchanges 

It can be expected that, if the NSW race fields fees are imposed on these wagering 
operators, thelo will take action to mitigate what would otlierwise be a 25% reductIon in 
tlieir margins. 0 Such action may include, for example: 

• an increase in revenue margin - ie an increase in player losses per dollar bet - can be 
expected to reduce turnover as the" cost" of the wagering is increased. Assuming 
pnce elasticity of -1, if the corporate bookmakers were to seek to increase their 
revenue margins by the 1.5% of turnover (ie the same proportion of turnover as the 
NSW race fields fee), the corporate bookmaker turnover would be expected to 
decline by approximately 20%, and, as a result of that decline in turnover the 

61 See especially 18 June 2008 Board report at pp 28-29 and 43-46. See also the documents referred to at fn 78 below. 
62 Email from RNSW to OLGR dated 12.6.08. 
63 Perram J at [316]; although note his Honour's comments in Sponsht at [30]. 
64 Productivity Commission Report at 16.20. This had been identified by the CEO of RNSW to the Ministerfor 
Racing on 8 June 2005 at p 26 and later in his reports to the RNSWBoard in May and July 2007. 
65 PerramJ at [93]. 
66 PerramJ at [218]. 
67 18 June 2008 Board Report at p 23. 
68 18 June 2008 Board Report at p 23 (see PerramJ at [312]). 
69 18 June 2008 Board Report at p 43-44 (see PerramJ at [218D_ 
70 Mr V'Landys is using the example of corporate bookmakers (with 6% 'margin' - meaning revenue as a percentage 

of 'back bet turnover', not profit margin) but the same analysis applies to Betfair's betting exchange (with the 
assumed 3-4% 'margin') (18 June 2008 Board Report at p 44). 
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corporate bookmakers' aggregate margin on NSW racing will still be approximately 
$9.7 m (20%) lower than they were pnorto the introduction of NSW race fields fees 
- costs which will need to be absoroed by the wagering operators." 

The Full Court did not refer to this document in its judgment. 

41. In August 2008 Betfair applied for, and on 15 August 2008 was granted, a race field 
approval subject to the standard conditions, incluCling the fee condition calculated as 1.5% 
of back bet turnover in excess of $5 million. A further approval was granted on 22 June 
2009.71 

Harness Racing NSW 

10 42. On 11 June 2008, prior to the commencement of the RA Regulation, Harness Racing NSW 
resolved to impose a fee of 1.5% of back bet turnover on wagering operators. This was 
confirmed in later resolutions on 9 July2008n and 23 September 2008.73 
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30 

43. Harness Racing NSW granted Betfair a two-year race fields approval from 1 September 
2008, subject to the fee condition of 1.5% of back bet turnover in excess of $2.5 million." 

PUlpose of the respondents in imposing fee condition 

44. The trial judge concluded in relation to both Racing NSW and Harness Racing NSW that 
their actual purpose in imposing the fee condition was to protect the revenues of the TAB 
from cOJ?PCtition from interstate operators: [239]. His Honour also concluded that the fee 
was "plainly rKt adapted to the fJUI1Jae if ensuring that tixse Wo deri'1E ~ herKfofrom the use if 
nKe fo/ds iifornution mtke a ci»1tiibution carrm:nsurate WJh that use': [251]; and would have held 
that it was not reasonably and appropriately adapted to achieve a legitimate object: [252]. 

The effect or likely effect of a turnover based fee on Betfair when compared to TAB 

45. 

46. 

47. 

48. 

As ,anticipated by Racing NSW, the introduction of the race field fees" dimtiy itrpai{ e:lj 
addit:imal a:r;ts m mrporatel:xxkrrukers and b::tting ex; dJamr:s" .75 The additional cost is for a 
necessary input in order to offer wagering on NSWhorse racing in the national wagering 
market. 
As noted above, Betfair and the TAB derive revenue differently. The TAB's revenue from 
its totalizator is 16% of all money wagered with it. Betfair obtams revenue from a 
customer's net winning position (if any) on each market it offers. 

The trial judge found,76 and the Full Court implicitlyaccepted,77 that the result of the 
imposition of a fee based on 1.5% of back bet turnover, IS that Betfair pays the 
respondents 54-61 cents of each $1 of its commission from a NSW horse race. In contrast, 
the TAB pays about 9 cents of each $1 of its commission. The additional cost imposed on 
Betfair is 5 or 6 times greater than the additional cost imposed on the TAB. This 
necessarily operates to the competitive advantage of the TAB. 

The respondents were well aware of the different impact of the fee condition on the 
different wagering operators.78 Mr V'Landys' 18 June 2008 Board Report stated: "A fie if 

71 PerramJ at [98]. 
n Minutes 9 July 2008 HRNSW Board Meeting item 7, 
73 Minutes 23 September 2008 HRNSW Board Meeting item 8. 
74 PerramJ at [99}[100], Full Court at [30]. 
75 18 June 2008 Board Report at p 28. As noted in that report, the TAB's fee would be offset by payments made 
under the RDA: p 23; and 95% of NSW bookmakers have turnover of less than $5 million and as a result would not 
pay the fee: p 23. 
76 PerramJ at [133], [136], [148] and [153] .. 
77 See Full Court at [31], [80] and [107]- although the Full Court never identified the figures. See also the Cameron 
Report at p 109. 
78 See e.g. letter from Betfair to RNSW dated 28.11.06; letterfrom Betfair to RNSW dated 16.4.07; the applications 
fon-ace field approvals from Betfair to Racing NSW (5.8.08) and Harness Racing NSW (21.8.08); letterfrom Betfair 
to Minister for Gaming and Racing dated 5.6.08 copied to respondents; Briefing notes for discussion with Ken 
Callender (Daily Telegraph journalist) (1.6.08) (Briefing notes forCallender) at p 2; Boston Consulting Group 
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1. 5 % if turnmJ!r WJU!d repre;ent a signifrant prupurtion if the menue rmr;jn (ie Wlwing menue as a 
jJerrEntaff! if turrv:Ji.e1) G4irr:ntly king realised by these operator> [wrporate lixferrnkers arHi Betfai1" ." 

49. In addition, the evidence before Perram J and the Full Court as to the actual effect of the 
fee on Betfair's gross profit (gross revenue less all taxes and product fees, but before any 
other costs) was straightforward. It established that on thoroughbred racing in the 3 
months prior to the introduction of the race fields fee Betfair's gross profit was 56% of its 
gross revenue, and in the 9 months after the introduction of the race fields fee Betfair's 
gross profit was only 1.6% of its gross revenue. Similarly, on harness racing in the 3 
months prior to the introduction of the race fields fee Betfair's gross profit was 56% of its 
gross revenue, and in the 9 months after the introduction of the race fields fee Betfair's 
gross profit was only 0.7% of its gross revenue." That is, by choosing to absorb the race 
fields fee, virtually all of Betfair's gross profit on thoroughbred racing and harness racing 
had disappeared, prior to the payment of any other costs in relation to these activities. 

50. dearly, Betfair has two choices in relation to the additional cost imposed by the fee: 

a. It can absorb the cost of 60c in each dollar of revenue on NSW horse racing (as it has 
done pending the outcome of this litigation), which leaves it 40c to pay remaining fees, 
taxes and costs before it has any profIt. This affects its profitability and ability to 
compete with the TAB, which must only absorb a cost of 9c in each dollar of revenue 
(assuming the TAB pays the additional cost). That leaves the TAB 91c to pay its other 
fees, taxes and costs before it has profit. Mr V'Landys recognised that such a course in 
relation to the corporate bookmakers, may lead to their possibly" ceasing their 
operations" because of the "financial pressure" arising from the fee;8! or 

b. It can pass on the cost by raising its prices by60% whereas the TAB (if it pays the 
additionalfee) need only increase its fee by9% (assuming, in each case, no relative 
difference in the reduction in demand), subject to the constraint that Betfair's 
commission may not exceed 5% pursuant to its Iicence.8' The consequence of passing 
on the cost is that the relative Rrice differences between the TAB and Betfair Will be 
affected, in favour of the TAB.83 As MrV'Landys expressed it in his 18 June 2008 
Board Report: "GiW1 the im:errekaionship b.:t:o.ren tummer and rrnrgjns, attenpts to folly c/fiet 
the input if rare fields fo;s by irK:rrusing rmrgjns uiJ1 set the Wlwing operator into a 'di:Jwi1mrd 
spiral'. "84 . 

PART VI ARGUMENT 

Section 92: applicable legal principles 

51. Bet{ttirconfirmed that the source of current s 92 doctrine is Cdev WbiJfiek!' as further 
developed and applied in Bath vAfstm,86 Castlermirr; TW7e;5 Ltd vSouth Australia,87 Barley 

report for RNSW dated 31.7.08 (BCG report) at pp 16·17; 18 lune 2008 Board Report at p 46; Twaits 16 September 
2009 at [123]. 
79 18 ltme 2008 Board Repon at p 43. 
80 See Annexure A to Betfair's reply submissions before PerramJ and tbe references tbere to Ex AJT.4. 
81 18 Jtme 2008 Board Repon at p 29 and p 45; see also Briefing notes for CaIlender at p 2. 
82 Full GlUn at [23]. 
83 The price relativity between Betfair and tbe TAB before the fee (using tbe concept of revenue margin, that is 
revenue as a proponion of back bet turnover) is 15.63% ($2.50/$16.00). That is, Betfair's average price is 15.63% of 
the TAB's price. Once tbe 1.5% back bet turnoverfee is included (and assunJing it can be passed on in this way) tbe 
price relativity is $4.00/$17.50 ~ 22.86%. If tbe same calculation is done witb a fee based on 10% of revenue, tbe 
relativity is $2.50 (plus $0.25)/$16.00 (plus $1.60) ~ 15.63%. That is, tbere is no change to tbe price relativities 
between Betfair and tbe TAB if tbe additional cost is imposed by reference to revenue rather tban 'back bet 
turnover', while tbere is a change in price relativities in the TAB's favour if tbe fee is calculated by reference 10 'back 
bet turnover'. 
84 18 ltme 2008 Board Repon at p 44 fn 38. 
85 (1988) 165 QR360 (OJ/e). 
86 (1988) 165 QR 411 (Bath). 
87 (1990) 169 QR 436 (Casdemaine). 
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52. 

53. 

54. 

55. 

56. 

Marketirrg Bmrd (NSW) v Norrn:lrl' and Bet{c!ir itself. Thus, if legislation or an executive 
measure imposes" discriminatory burdens of a protectionist kind" , s 92 is engaged, and the 
legislation or measure will be invalid unless it is reasonably and appropriately adapted to a 
legitimate non-protectionist object. 

As a result of Bet{c!ir, there is a more nuanced analysis of those matters, which uses language 
m?re apposite to a modem national economy. As identified by the plurality, the reason for 
thIS shift included the "sifjijicant deu:loprrrmts in the last 20 )8Z1S in the Australian feg:d and 
ewnonic nilieu in uhidJ s 92 operates": 452 [12]. Those developments are first, the 
interpretation of the place of ss 90 and 92 in the Constitunon consistently with the 
reqUIrement that the" erratim and f~tering if national rmrkets wxJd forther the plan if the 
OmstiJutionfar the crratim if a ww.foderal natimand wxJd be exfJl15siw ifnational unit!: [12]. 
Second, the appearance of internet-dependent businesses (such as Betfair's) which strains 
State attempts to retain their own "economic centre": 452 [14}[15]. Third, the emergence 
of the National Competition Policy: 452 [16]. 

However, that refinement of s 92 analysis does not signify a departure from the 
propositions identified in [51] above, or the imposition of additional requirements 
applicable to private law proceedings for remedies for anti-competitive conduct, such as 
evaluation of the damage to competition caused by such conduct. Rather, s 92 remains 
concerned with ensuring that interstate trade is not subjected to discriminatory burdens, in 
the absence of an acceptable explanation for the differential treannent. The continued 
focus on that central concept appropriately reflects the fact that one is dealing with 
questions of the validity of legislative or executive action (which must either be valid or 
invalid when enacted or undertaken, regardless of what comes to pass in the market) and 
that s 92 is directed to the preservation of national unity rather than the preservation of a 
particular state of the marKet: Betfoirat 452 [12], 459-60 [32}[36]. 

The imposition of a tax or fee which imposes a competitive disadvantage on interstate 
traders to the advantage of their intrastate competitors is such a discriminatory burden. 

If that burden cannot be justified as being reasonably and appropriately adapted to a 
legitimate non-protectionist object, 89 the constitutional guarantee will be infringed. 

Applied in this case: 

a. Betfair represents part of interstate trade and commerce, and hence competition in the 
national market for wagering on sporting and racing events, including NSW 
thoroughbred and harness racing; 

b. the imIJosition of the fee on 'back bet' turnover imposes a much greater business cost 
on Betfair, per revenue dollar, than it imposes on the TAB; 

c. the natural consequence of that vastly higher business cost (5-6 times greater) is to 
competitively disadvantage Betfair, and thereby favour the TAB, in a manner which 
cannot be justified by reference to a legitimate non-protectionist object; and 

d. further, and in any event, the discriminatory burden could be characterised as 
protectionist because of the finding of actual protectionist purpose or intention on the 
part of the respondents. 

Discriminatory burden of a protectionist kind 

57. Betfair submits the effect of the fee condition is to impose a 'competitive disadvantage"o 
upon interstate trade or "restria 7ihat otherWse is the operatim if rorrpetitimi' in the national 
market identified in [12] above." 

88 (1990) 171 OR 182 (Barley Matketing Board;. 
89 That is, proportionality between the differential burden and the putative object in the sense of an application of a 
criterion of "reasonable necessity": Bet/drat 477 [102}[103]. 
90 Qieat 409, Castlerrnimat 467-8. 
91 Bet/air at 480 [116]. 
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58. 

59. 

60. 

61. 

All members of the Qmrt in Betfoir approached the issue of competitive disadvantage on 
the basis that it required consideration of whether the practical effect of each of the 
impugned provisions (both s 24(laa) which prohibited betting exchanges, and s 27D which 
required a race fields approval) was to impose a more onerous burden upon interstate trade 
as compared to in-state trade ill the relevant market,92 that is, a "discrirnmatOlY burden" . 

The terms "discriminatory" and "discrimination" in this context are to be understood in 
the primary sense of "discrimination between",93 meaning that a comparison is required." 
AI; was made clear in Betfair, the relevant comparison is between:" 

a. persons who from time to time are placed on the supply side or the demand side of 
trade or commerce and who are present in NSW at any particular time; and 

b. one or more of their out of state countetparts who are participating in the market for 
the same goods or services or for goods or services that are "of the same kind" in the 
sense of being relevantly substitutable (relevantly including Betfair, which is, as 
submitted above, necessari1yan out of state operator). 

AI; discussed above, the TAB is an in-state supply side participant present in NSW. It 
provides wagering services which exhibit a high cross elasticity of demand and thus close 
substitutability Wlm the services provided by Betfair, an out of state supply side participant 
in that market (see similar,ly, this Court's conclusion regarding the methods of wagering in 
issue in Betfoirat 480 [115.D. Betfair's operation is conducted out of NSW, and necessaruy 
so:· In those circumstances, the relevant inquiry is whether the impugned fee conditions 
impose a more onerous burden upon Betfair as compared to the TAB." A broader inquiry 
encomp., assing other market participants on the supply side is unnecessary. It is well 
established mat the discriminatory burdening of interstate trade is inconsistent with s 92 
regardless of whether it is directed at or sustained by all, some or only one of the relevant 
interstate traders:8 1t is sirnilarlyunnecessarythat all in-state traders be comparatively 
better off, particularly where the TAB is the dominant wage~ operator in respect of 
money wagered on NSW thoroughbred and harness racing." 

The potential for fiscal measures in the nature of fees or taxes to impose impermissible 
discnminatory burdens upon interstate trade is well recognised. 100 For example, a 
requirement on an interstate trader to pay a fee where no such fee applies to competing in
state businesses will, in the absence of an acceptable justification consistent with s 92, 
impermissibly burden interstate trade (both Kith and Guy v Baltinvrr!°l involve examples of 
such a fee). So too will a legislative or executive measure that subjects both interstate and 
in-state trade to a fee, but sets the level of the fee in respect of the interstate trader or their 
products proportionately higher (see the differentially applied £2 and£50 licence fees in 
Fox vRWbins). . 

92 BeJfairat 463 [43], [46], 481[118] and 481 [121}[l22] and 483 [131]. 
. 9JAustinv~(2003) 215 a.R247 (Austin) at 247 [118] per Gaudron, GwnmowandHayneJJ. 

94 Ba)side GJy GJurril v T dstra OnporationLinital (2004) 216 QR 595 at 629·30. 
95 BeJfairat 449 [4], 453 [18],480 [115] and 481 [121]. See also BartonJ in DumtnvQ«ms1ani (1916) 22 QR 556 
(Duncan) at 602·603. 
96 See [6] above. 
" And to a lesser extent, the in·state bookmakers, most of whom do not pay the fee condition as their annual 
turnover is less than the $5 million threshold: Perrarn J at [312]. 
98 CastlemJim at 475 per Mason q, Brennan, Deane, Dawson and Toohey JJ. Similarly, the "betting exchange 
criterion" in BeJfair plainly did not encompass all of the various fonns of interstate wagering services competing with 
in·State operators in Western Australia (interstate bookmakers and interstate TABs). Like CUB in Castlerrnim, those 
operators would, if anything, have been advantaged by the legislation, in so far as they competed with Betfair to 
supply wagering services in Western Australia. 
"In any event, see, as regards the position of in·state bookmakers, the material referred to in [40] above and the 
findings of the trial judge referred to in footnote 97 above. 
100 Discriminatory burdens of that nature clearly falling within the "five traditional examples of protection of 
domestic industry" are given in Oie - see at 393 and 408. 
101 100 US 434 (1879) (see the discussion in BeJfairat 462·3 [42}[43D 
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62. The fee conditions in issue in these proceedings may be analysed in an equally 
straightforward manner. In their effect, they impose a burden analogous to that imposed by 
the legislation impugned in Fax. That can be demonstrated by examming the actual effect 
of the fee on the revenue received by wagering operators (that is, by selecting "a I17JI1f!)Iflow 
7RhUh foJfils a sini/arrrJe' 102 in both businesses). As found by PerramJ, and discussed at [47] 
and [49] above, that examination reveals that the race field fees are simply an impost 
imposed on the TAB at the rate of 9.375% of its revenue and on Betfarr at the rate of at 
least 54% of its revenue. ID3 

63. Of course, the burden in Fax involved discrimination in the sense of the "unequal 
treatment of equals". However, discrimination for the purposes of s 92 is also established 
where there exISts "the YjUal treatmmt« tha;e Wo are not (yJuiLs" producing an "UYKYfual 
outaJm!' .104 That is the current case. The imposition of a tax or a fee upon 'back bet 
turnover' imposes a much greater business cost upon Betfair, per revenue dollar, than it 
imposes on the TAB. It does so because of the fundamentally different nature of a betting 
exchange business. Betfair earns its commission at a different rate (capped by Tasmanian 
legislation at 5%) and on a different money flow from that on which me TAB earns its 
commission or revenue. Moreover, Betfair's business structure is governed by Tasmanian 
legislation and it is not free to alter the basis upon which it charges commission or to raise 
its commission rate above 5% of net winnings. 

64. The "tendency"10' or "!ikely',I06 flow-on effect of an impost that is five times greater than 
the impost applied to the TAB is either on the price to customers, if passed on; or on 
resources available to Betfair to compete, if not passed on, as detailed at [50] above. 

65. A discriminatory impost of this kind necessarily restricts what would otherwise be the 
operation of competition between Betfair and the TAB in the national market referred to 
above. The Productivity Commission, having examined (from a competition viewpoint) the 
NSW race fields fee,107 observed that "the~ is relatiui:ystraifiJtfoiw;.rd,108 and 
concluded:I09 

"It is evident that turnover-based fees will tend to either drive Iow margin operators out 
of business or compel them to change their business models and increase t1ieir prices to 
punters. In short, turnover-based fees (if universally applied) discourage price 
competition." 

Facial and practical effects discrimination: a false dichotomy 

66. The Full Court held that Fax vRcbbins was distinguishable from the current matter because 
in Fax, the disturbance of the competitive balance, which would otherwise exist, was 
apparent froin the terms of the law itself: [91]. The Full Court also distinguished Betfair and 
Bath on that basis: [91], [101], [102], [103]. While not explicitly stated, it follows that a 
measure of that kind will, in the absence of an acceptable explanation for the differential 
treatment, infringe s 92 without further inq~. In contrast, the measures in question here 
are said to require a further inquiry (into effect on market share and profitabilitY) because 

102 SpoI1SW PerramJ at [149]. 
103 PerramJ at [153]. 
104 Castlermim at 480 per Gaudron and McHugh JJ as adopted in A ustin at 247 [118] per Gaudron, Gurnmow and 
HayneJJ. 
105 See HeydonJ in Ba,tairat 488 [146], referring to the "tendency" of the law to affect the composition of the 
market. (See also the reasons of the Supreme o,un in BalduinvGAF Seiig204 US 511 (1935) (Bafdwin) at 522.) 
See similarly, in the context of s 90, CApitalDupIimtms PtyLinitaivACT[Na 2J (1993) 178 CLR561 at 586 per 
Mason q, Brennan, Deane and McHughJJ. 
106 Bath at 426. 
107 Productivity o,mmission Report at 16.20-16.40. 
1o, Productivity o,mmission Report at 16.22. 
109 Productivity o,mmission Report at 16.38. The o,mmission later recommended: "The New South Wales and 
Queensland Governments should work with racing authorities in those states, as soon as possible, to replace their 
'across the board' turnover fees with more competitively neutral and efficient product fees" (emphasis added) 
(Recommendations 16.1 at p 62 and 16.46). 
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the discriminatoty effect of the fees depends on their practical operation rather than their 
facial expression. 

67. Contratyto the reasoning of the Full Court, neither Bath nor Betjairsuggests that s 92 is to 
be understood in that disjointed fashion. For example, the majority in Bath referred to the 
impugned law being «undeniably protmianist lxxh in lOimand in st!b;tana!' - making plain that 
there is no bright lille separating those concepts: seesath at 425; and Heydon Is reasons 
regarding s 27D(1) in Bitfoirat 487 [141] (referring to the terms of the exemptions to that 
provision in ss 27C(3) and (4) and its practical operation) are to sirnilar effect."o Nor is the 
existence of such an approach evident in Harlan J's examination of the practical effects of 
the impugned law inMim3G1'a vBarb?r,I" identified by the plurality in Beqairas a case 
providing assistance in construing s 92.112 

68. Even prior to Cde, the inquiry into the practical operation of a law in the context of s 92 
has been understood in die manner contended for by Betfair. As earlyas 1916, the Court 
recognised that the «qUfStim is stiU am if the 1m5sa'Z operatim if the Statute. .1}o/ other printiples 
Wll mult in attthoriz~ the prrxluaion if the /arbidden tifject by the deri<E if the skitljut errplajrrent if 
eu:tsil.£ WJYds" .113 

69. 

70. 

71. 

As with other constitutional limitations upon power, the Court considers both the terms 
and the practical operation (or substance) of the law in order to ensure that the limitation 
or restriction is not circumvented by« emsiw WJrds" "4 or" m!11! dmfong deUa!s" ."5 Of course, 
that bears some sirnilarities to the accepted approach to the question of whether a law 
should be characterized as a law with respect to a particular liead of Commonwealth 
legislative power. It is well established in that context that one must examine the practical 
as well as the legal operation of the law to determine if there is a sufficient connection 
between the law and the head of power."6 . 

If correct, the approach of the Full Court would promote the success of the vety drafting 
devices warned against in Ha. Under that approach, a measure in the nature of a fee 
condition would seemingly be prima facie mvalid (subject to the existence of any acceptable 
justification or explanation) if It had, on its face, required that the interstate trader pay a . 
higher proportion of its gross revenue than the intrastate trader. Yet, invalidity will not 
necessarily result where the drafter adopts faciallyneutrallanguage, even if the measure 
imposes an identical disability or disadvantage in its practical operation. A return to 
artificial formalism of that sort in the context of s 92 is to be avoided. There is but a single 
composite characterization test117 which requires consideration of the legal and practical 
operation of the relevant law or measure. Those inquiries are merely aspects of the modem 
approach to characterization, between which there 15 no strict delineation. 

The matter before the Court is an illustration of such" drafiing deUa!s". The development of 
the RA Regulation is revealing (see [30}[38] above). Had the respondents deterrnmed that 
the fee conditions for the TAB would be 9.375% of all revenue from NSW thoroughbred 
and harness races and for betting exchanges it would be 60%, there would be no question 
that the fee conditions would contravene s 92. 

110 Note also his Honour's observations at 483 [131]: "The plaintiffs correctly submitted that where the practical 
effect of a law is to burden inter·state trade to a significantly greater extent than it burdens intra· state trade, the law 
contravenes s 92 unless there is some other end achieved by the law which is compatible with s 92". That does not 
suggest that a case founded upon the practical effects of a law requires an inquiry into the effects or likely effects 
upon market share or profitability. 
111 136 US 313 (1890) (Mil111esota vB:ubei). 
112 BeJ/airat 463·4 [46]. See also the plurality's discussion at [11] of Barwick q's reasons in Sarmels vRa:ulers DilJ'Sl 
AssoddlionPtyLinita:i(1969) 120 QR 1 at 19. 
113 Dummat 601 (BartonJ, dissenting); see also NEDCOat 623 per Jacobs J and 607 per Mason}. 
114 Dummat 601 (BartonJ, dissenting). . 
115 Ha vNewSrx<th Wak (1997) 189 QR 465 (Ha) at 498, referting (in footnote 124) to, irtteralia: Cde, Bath, 
CastlemUm and Barley Marketing Brurd. 
116 See e.g. JCM AgriadturePtyLiniJJxl vCamrormmlth (2009) 240 QR 140 at 198·9 [138] and the authorities referred 
to therein. 
117 See also Castlerrni", at 471. 
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Likely adverse effect upon mamet share or profitability: an unnecessary gloss 

72. Having decided the fee condition was 'ladally neutral' the Full Court held that Betfair had 
merely established an "arithm:timl point" 1!8 and that it was necessary for Betfair to 
demonstrate that the fee condition was likely to have a significant adverse effect on its 
market share or profitability.1!9 That proposition involved error for the following reasons. 

73. First, there is no authority for these additional requirements. In developing its analysis the 
Full Court has incorrectly applied Cde, OstlermirK! and Bath. 

74. The Full Court appears to have misconstrued statements by members of this Court to the 
effect that it is necessary that the impugned measure confer upon intrastate trade a 
"wnpetitiu or rmrket admntagi' .120 In Clirecting attention to that matter in Cde,I21 the High 
Court was concerned to make clear that s 92 does not encompass other shades of meaning 
of the words "protect" or "protectionism" - for example, the "protection" of a valuable 
natural resource. l22 The locus of the comparative inqwry is confined to the sphere of trade 
and commerce. In other words, the references to "~u: or rrurket admntag!' were 
intended to do no more than identifvthe ~ of discnmination required for the purposes 
of s 92. Contraty to the reasoning of the trial judge123 and the Full Court/u they were not 
intended to impose some requirement akin to the 'substantial lessening of competition' test 
applied in Part IV of the Corrpetitianand Cmsurrer Aa 2010 (Oh) (formerly the Trade 
Praaia5 Aa 1974). 

20· 75. That may be seen in the discussion in Cde of the five "traditional" examples of protection 
at 393 and 408-9. The imposition of discriminatoty burdens of that nature (relevantly 

30 

40 

including" discrirrinatary bitrdens on ~ Wth inports") were said to b:::ples of tlie 
"legion" means by which" dorrestic induStry or traiJe can Ix admntawJ or /!!J1!X1ill' (emphasis 
added). That is, me "competitive or market advantage" conferred upon intrastate trade is 
simply the corollary of the discriminatory burden imposed upon interstate trade. To the 
extent there was any doubt regarding that matter following Ole, further elucidation was 
provided by the plurality in Betfair. In dealing with each of the impugned provisions at 
[118H122], their Honours identified a relevant discriminatory burden in terms of the 
practical effect of those provisions, that burden being the matter which was said to "operate 
to the wnpetitiu: disadmnttiW ifBeJ/air' (at 481 [118]). 

76. It is also a misreading of Ostlermireto suppose that it required or turned on proof that the 
regulations had adversely affected the Bona companies' market share.m The conclusion 
that the impugned scheme relevantly discriminated against interstate trade flowed from the 
fact that the Bond companies were disadvantaged by two aspects of that scheme. First, 
non-refillable bottles were subject to a refund amount of 15 cents whereas arefund amount 
of four cents applied to refillable bottles, result~ in a comparatively greater "bottle cost" 
to the Bond companies.126 Secondly, retailers sellillg Bond Deer in non-refillable bottles 
were not exempted from the operation of the Act and were therefore obliged to accept 
return of non-refillable bottles and to pay a refund amount of 15 cents per bottle. On the 
other hand, retailers selling beer in refillable. bottles were exempted from any legal 
obligation to accept return of those bottles or to pay the refund of four cents per refillable 
bottle. The consequence was to deter the retailers from selling Bond beer. Bond could only, 
avoid this consequence by incurring the additional costs of establishing collection depots. 1 

7 

118 Full Court at [92] and [107]. 
119 Full Court at [79], [80], [98], [99] and [107]. 

120 See e.g. Ccleat 409, Castlem:Ureat 467 and Betfoirat 481 [118]. 
121 See at 409. 
122 See CcIe at 409 and Castlennim at 467. 
123 PemunJ at [165]-[195], [199]-[202] and [205}[206]. 
124 Full Court at [76], [79], [91]-[92], [96] and [100}[103]. 
125 Full Court at [77], [78] and [105]. 
126 Significantly, the "bottle cost" analysis did not seek to comprehensively quantify all relevant costs - it did not, for 
example, include transport costs: see Castlermi.re at 463. 
l27 See at 462-4. 
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77. 

78. 

79. 

Reflecting the manner in which the plaintiffs' case was put in argument,128 Mason q, 
Brennan, Deane, Dawson and Toohey JJ observed that the "BO/7d brw.ing mnpaniRs '1Iere 

disadmntagxlin[thase w.nresfX!1S} uhidJ'i!f1W the SatthAustralianbreru:rs a mnpetiaw(JYrrumet 
admntag!' (at 467). They did not hold that it was necessary for the Bond brewing 
companies to show anything beyond those comparative disadvantages or discriminatory 
burdens, such as an actual diminution in market share. Nor was the case for the plaintiffs 
sought to be advanced on that basis."9 

The same may be said of the Full Court's reliance on Bath solely as a case about 
equalization taxes."O The reasons of the majority in that case cannot be confined to fees of 
that character. They provide more general guidance (overlooked by the Full Court) as to 
how one is to analyse the rractical operation of a fee such as that in issue in the current 
matter for the purposes 0 s 92. In particular, at 426 their Honours said: 

"If wholesalers of tobacco products in another State already pay taxes and bear other 
costs which are reflected in wholesale Frices equal to or higher than those charged by 
Victorian wholesalers, the practical effects of the discrimination involved in the 
calculation of the retailer's licence fee would be likely to be that the out of State 
wholesalers would be excluded from selling into Victoria and that the products which 
they would otherwise sell in inter-State traae would be effectively excluded from the 
Victorian market. On the other hand, if out of State wholesalers pay less taxes and other 
costs than their Victorian counterparts, and in particular if they pay no (or a lower) 
wholesale licence fee, the effect of the discriminatory tax upon retailers Will be to 
protect the Victorian wholesalers and the Victorian products from the competition of 
the wholesalers oFerating in the State with the lower cost structure. Either way, the 
operation and effect of the provisions of the Act imposing the retail tobacconist's 
licence fee are discriminatory against inter-State trade in a protectionist sense." 

It is apparent that the majority's analysis proceeded without reguiring proof of competitive 
effects ill the nature of reductions in market share or profitability - there being no evidence 
of the actual competitive position of market participants, their cost structures or the 
relative prices of the products; or even the taxation schemes in other States. Once a 
differential burden had been identified, the Court did not find it necessary to consider 
whether interstate traders were better able to bear this burden, because for example they 
operated more efficiently or had the benefit of relief from their home government from the 
Victorian impost. 

Secondly, if the Full Court is correct, it would pennit customs duties to be re-imposed at 
the borders of the States, as long as the market share and profitability of interstate traders 
was not "significantly affected". Plainly, that cannot be the case under the established 
doctrine of this Court.l3I Similarly, a case such as Fax; vRdJbin; would have to be decided 
differently because it would be necessary for the retailer selling wine produced from 
~tersta~e grapes to establish that its market share and profitaDility was affected by the 
higher licence fee. . 

80. Thirdly, the reasonlng of the Full Court proceeds from a distinction, itself unsatisfactory, 
between "facial" discrimination and discrimination in the practical effects of a measure. For 
the reasons given at [66}[71] above, that distinction is unsupported by authority and 
involves error. 

81. Fourthly, the Full Court's reasoning fails to give adequate weight to the statements by the 
plurali~ in BeJ/airto the effect that s 92 is not premised upon the" ewnanicmlue ifJire 
trade".1 2 Rather, it is, as their Honours observed, directed to the implementation of a 

. particular scheme of political economy33 - the preservation of national unity in the face of 

"8 See at 454 of the repon and pp 25-26 of the transcript of 30.5.89. 
129 Ibid. 
110 Full Coun at [71]. 
III See O:/eat 394-5; Bath at 429; Betfairat 457 [27]. 
132 Betfairat 459 [32]. 
133 Betfairat 454-455 [22H23]. 
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the" inconvenient truth" that legislator.; in one component polity in a Federation may be 
susceptible to pressures to make decisions adver.;e to the commercial and other interests of 
those who are not their constituents and not their taxpayer.;.134 It follows that s 92 is not 
primarily concerned with preserving a particular state of the market or the market share or 
profitability of participants within sucli a market. m 

82. Fifthly, the approach of the Full Court appear.; to overlook that s 92 concerns the validity 
of laws and executive action, which must be either valid or invalid when enacted or 
undertaken. It is not readily apparent how the constitutional facts upon which those 
matter.; turn could encompass the later occurring and longer term effects of an impugned 
measure upon an individual inter.;tate trader's profitability and market share. 

83. Sixthly, the Full Court failed to consider the pre-1900 United States commerce clause 
decisions this Court found of assistance in Bet/air.136 Those decisions further support the 
proposition that s 92 is concerned with the imposition of discriminatory burdens per se 
(rather than the particular market effects produced by those burdens). For example, in 
referring with apparent approval to the passages from GuyVBalt:irrmi!37 in Bet/airat 462-3 
[42], the plurality did not suggest that some form of attenuated analysis was required in the 
context of s 92, so as to determine whether the "nvre orK?YOUS puMic liurden' placed upon 
inter.;tate trade was likely to have an adver.;e effect upon the market share or profitability of 
the inter.;tate participants in the market. The same may be said of the decision in Mim¥:srxa 
vBarber. In the passage extracted in Betfairat 464 [46] and earlier in his reasons, HarlanJ 
placed emphasis upon the fact that the "nxessary effai' or" chUous and nxessarf result of the 
facially neutral law was the burdening of inter.;tate trade. m All member.; of the Court in 
Betfair similarly proceeded on the basIS that the existence of such a burden will be sufficient 
to infringe s 92, unless the law or measure is limited to what is reasonably necessary to 
achieve a legitimate encl.!" 

Full Court's conclusion was contrnry to the evidence regarding·effect on profitability and 
market share 

84. 

85. 

86. 

Further or alternatively, contrary to the findings of the Full Court, there were ample bases 
upon which to conclude that the fee conditions had an actual or likelyadver.;e effect upon 
Betfair's profitability and a likelyadver.;e effect upon market share (to the extent, contrary 
to Betfair's submissions above, it is necessary to aemonstrate such an effect). 

First, the fee conditions were shown to have had an actual impact upon Betfair's gross 
profit (see [49] above). 

Secondly, it was self evident that a vastly greater impost on Betfair as compared to the TAB 
was likely to affect the competitive balance in one of the two ways identified above ([50]). 

134 Betfair at 459·460 [32}[36]. See also Dumm at 605 per Barton J (dissenting) concluding that the majority's decision 
"will be of grievous effect upon the future of the Commonwealth for it tends to keep up the separation of its people 
upon state lines"; and Slrfl1; vQ«mslarrlBar Association (1989) 168 (lR 461 at 485 per Mason q observing that ss 92 
and 117 were "designed to enhance national unity"; see also BrennanJ at 512 and Deane J at 522. See similarly, as 
regards the position in the United States, the comments of Professor Tribe " ... it should be noted that behind the 
Court's analysis stands an important doctrinal theme: the negative implications of the Commerce Oause derive 
principally from a political theory of union, not from an economic theory of free trade. The function of the clause is 
to ensure national solidarity, not necessarily economic efficiency": A I11?I1Gm CiJn5tUutWrnl La,,! 3rd ed, vol 1 (2000) at 
1057, emphasis in original . 
135 See, for example, Sir Henry Parkes, 0Jmenti0nDehtte; (Sydney 1891) pp 24·25; Mr Barton, OJmentionDehttes 
(Sydney 1891) pp 89·90; Mr Barton, 0Jmenti0nDehtte; (Adelaide 1897) pp 20·21; Sir John Downer, OJmentionDefutes 
(Melbourne 1898) Voll p 1018; Mr Barton, 0Jmenti0nDehtte; (Melbourne 1898) Vol2 pp2369·70. See also A 
Sirnpson, "Grounding the High Court's Modem Section 92 Jurisprudence: The Case for Improper Purpose as the 
Touchstone" (2005) 33 FI1ieral LawRedew445 at 464 and J Hirst, 1he Sentimmtal Nation: 1he Making if the Australian 
Chmmnuea/th,OUP (2000) pp 52·3. 
136 See Betfairat 460 [35}[36]. 
137 (1879) 100 US 434 (GuyvBaltimore). 
138 136 US 313 at 322·3 (1890). 
139 See Betfairat 463 [43], 464 [46], 481 [118] and 481·2 [121}[122] (pluralitTI and 483 [131] per Heydon]. 
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87. Thirdly, those self evident matters may be confirmed by reference to the contemporaneous 
documentary evidence (prepared by the respondents, on behalf of the resJ?ondents and by 
others) which stated that such effects were likely to result from the imposition of the fee 
conditions. 1

'
D 

88. Fourthly, as PerramJ observed at [212], it may be inferred from the fact that the 
respondents intended those consequences that they were more likely to have eventuated. 
His Honour did not consider that there was occasion to act upon such an inference, by 
reason of his understanding of Betfair's pleaded case. However, given the Full Court's 
conclusions regarding the sufficiency of Betfair's pleadings, at [47H61], such an irtference 
is clearly available. 

89. Having regard to those matters, Betfair plainly established that the fee conditions were 
likely to (or had a tendency to) affect the competitive balance by reducing Betfair's 
profitability or market share. 

Business model 

90. The Full Court appeared to suggest that a tax or fee will only infringe s 92 if it imposes a 
discriminatory buroen on all interstate traders as a result of "the ammn arotmttmii:s q: the 
trade': [104]; see also [95]. In contrast, Betfair's case was said to depend upon a burden 
arising from "its partiaJar business mxJe!': at [80] and [95]. 

91. As submitted above, the test adopted in QJe involves a comparison. That comparison 
requires, inter alia, consideration of the burden to which the unpugned government measure 
suojects the individuals and entities engaged in interstate trade (not the burden placed upon 
"interstate trade" as a more abstracted concept). As this Court said in Betfairat 456 [26], to 
perceive those matters does not involve any return to the individual rights doctrine. The 
Full Court acted under a misconception in suggesting otherwise. 

92. The Full Court's reasoning is also inconsistent with Castlerruim. As was observed in 
argument in that case, the difficulty faced by the Bond companies might be said to have 
flowed from their manufacturing structure, reflecting their "business model" or particular 
mode of conducting trade and commerce using non· refillable bottles. The largest interstate 
trader, CUB, had modified is operations in South Australia by using refillable bottles. HI On 
that basis, it was argued that the plaintiffs' case depended upon the "resurrection" of the 
individual rights theory. That suomission was rejected. The Court observed:l42 

"Discrimination in the relevant sense against interstate trade is inconsistent with s 92, 
regardless of whether the discrimination is directed at, or sustained by, all, some or only 
one of the relevant interstate traders. " 

93. Because it supplied beer in refillable bottles, CUB was not adversely affected by the 
re~ations (in fact, the stated case recited that the competitive pOSition of CUB improved 
With the commencement of the impugned scheme).143 Section 92 was found to be infringed 
notwithstanding that those matters pointed to the conclusion that the burdens imposed by 
the impugned scheme flowed from the "indi7idual trader's partiaJar arotmtant:Es" , rather than 
the common circumstances of trade affecting CUB and the plaintiffs alike (rontra: Full 
Court at [104]. 

94. For similar reasons, the Full Court's reasoning is inconsistent with NEDCO. The fact that 
the plaintiff in that matter conducted its milk processing plant from Victoria might equally 
be said to be the product of its business deciSIOns and J?articular circumstances and yet the 
Court did not suggest that a solution to the discrimination was for the Victorian producers 
to build and operate a pasteurization plant in NSW. 

140 See references in footnote 78 above; see also Access Economics Report at pp 26·27 and AlIen Consulting Group 
report accompanying Betfair's submission to the Cameron Inquiry, at p 20. 
141 See the report of the argument of the NSWSolicitor General at p 456 of the report and the transcript of 31.5.89, 
pp 175·6 and 177. 
142 At 475. A similar position applies in the United States - see e.g. NewEmy;y G)(flrdiam vLinbuh 486 US 269 
(1987) at 276-7 and the authorities there referred to. 
143 See [78] of the special case at 449. 
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State of origin 

95. 

96. 

97. 

Although the position is not entirely clear, it appears that the Full Court held that it must 
be shown that the state of origin of the interstate trader is relevant to the burden placed 
upon the interstate trader by the impugned measure: see particularly at [68] and [103]. If 
correct, that would add yet another requirement to the test to be applied for the purposes 
of s 92. Such a requirement does not currently form part of established doctrine and has a 
number of difficulties. 

First, the addition of that novel element would "frxus upon the ffo/faphic dim:nsimgj'W'l by state 
bJundaries" and thus magnify rather than alleviate the practical and conceptual difficulties 
identified by the plurality in Betfairat 452 [14]-[15]. 

Secondly, such a proposition seems to involve the revival of elements of the doctrine 
abandoned in Ole. In particular, it seems to require a distinction to be drawn between 
"essential" and "inessentiaf' attributes of the J?articulartrade and commerce in issue (akin 
to the criterion of operation formulal44

), a disttnction which the High Court in Ole 
described as highly artificial, formalistic and obscure.145 

98. Thirdly, such a requirement seems at odds with the result in both Castlerruim and Bet/air
there being nothing in the criteria of use of non-refillable bottles, or the fact of conducting 
a betting exchange, which had an inherent connection to the geographic locations from 
which the plaintiffs in those matters conducted their businesses. The Full Court's 
suggestion that Bath requires consideration of whether the impugned measure negates a 
competitive advantage which the interstate trader enjoys in its state of ori&in is incorrect -
as submitted above, the Court in Bath considered that the law was discrimmatory in a 
protectionist sense regardless of whether the interstate trader did or did not enjoy such an 
advantage in their home state. 

99. Fourthly, as submitted above, it is clear after Bet/airthat the comparison required for the 
purposes of s 92 is between persons who ''from tirrE to tirrE are ptaaxl on the supply side or the 
aermndside ifconm?trEandWiJareprPsent ina IJj'W'lstate at!tlTjpaitiadar tirrr!'146 and one or 
more of their interstate counterparts who are outside the state at that time. It matters not 
that a person's position on one or the other side of that equation might be said to be the 
result of "happenstance".147 

Purpose or Object 

100. Betfair submits there are three available approaches to the issue of 'purpose' and 'object' 
for s 92, and the characterisation of an identified discriminatory burden on interstate trade 
as protectionist. Each of those approaches applied in this case results in the conclusion that 
the discriminatory burden imposed by Betfarr's fee condition is protectionist. 

101. First, the nature of the discriminatory burden itself may be sufficient for a Court to accept 
that the burden has a "protectionist purpose or effect": see Heydon J in Betfair.148 Betfair 
submits the object of the fee conditions can be inferred as protectionist given the size of 
discrepancy between the fee imposed on the TAB and that imposed on Betfair. 

102. Secondly, in line with both judgments in Castlerruirx: and the plurality in Bet/air, if the 
discriminatory burden cannot be justified by reference to a legitimate non-protectionist 
purpose it will be characterized as protectionist. The trial judge found that the fee 
condition "is plainl:y 111Jt adapted to tI:ie purjXEe if ensuring that thae WJO deriw a mrrm:rr:ial Wefo 
from the use if rtUe fields infamutim rruke a cmtiibutim Wth that use': [251]. Further, the 

144 See e.g. the description in Oie at 400·401 of the test enunciated by Dixon J in Ha;piJal Prmident Fun:! Pty Liniuxl v 
Victoria (1953) 87 URat 17. 
145 See O:ie at 40 l. 
146 Betfairat 453 [18] (emphasis added). 
147 Significantly, a conttaty submission was made in Castlerrnim and should be taken to have been rejected. See the 
submission of the NSW Attorney recorded at 456 of the report, where it was said: "A law cannot be characterized as 
discriminatory simply because a patty which is disadvantaged happens to be interstate". 
148 O:ie at 404. 
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discrepancy between the magnitude of the fee imposed on Betfair and that imp,osed on the 
TAB cannot be justified by reference to a legitimate non-protectionist object.' 9 

Thirdly, in the case of administrative decisions, the actual purpose or intention of a 
decision-maker may be sufficient to characterize a discrimInatory burden as protectionist.15o 
The trial judge found that the respondents' "aaual fJtIi1Xbe W1S to protect the menues if the TA B 
fiumwrrpetition fium interstate operatars" but concluded that such a Finding was not relevant for 
the purposes of s 92.151 However, to suggest that such purpose is irrelevant misunderstands 
previous considerations of purpose, and invites the Court to turn a blind eye to 
administrative action which intentionally seeks to subvert a constitutional guarantee. 

Earlier considerations of 'purpose' and its irrelevance have been in the context of legislative 
action and specifically, a legislative pronouncement of a putative legitimate excuse for 
discriminatory burdens. For example, in Duncan, the long title of the Act was "A nA a IV 
Srotrr: S1;!f'glies(fMeatjorthe uses if His Majesty' Irrperial Gozemrrmtduring War, andfora:her 
purpases". 2 Of this, Barton J said: "motives have not been allowed as excuses for violation 
of the Constitution" .153 

The use of purpose to determine invalidity is consistent with the US decisions in Bakktirt54 

and Hoxi & Sans vDuMond55 (both cases which this Court has used in its interpretation of 
s 92156

) to find a contravention of s 92 from the actual intention of an impugned law or 
measure. It is also in harmony with the approach this Court has taken to the intercourse 
limb of s 92 as described in APLA LinitRdvLew/Serda:s Cormissiol1?rifNewSatth Wak 
where, had the object of the law been to impede interstate intercourse, it would have been 
invalid.157 (In that case 'the object' of the law was taken to be the meaning of the law or its 
effect in an objective sense,158 given the Court was dealing with a legislative scheme, not an 
administrative decision.) 

Since Cde this Court has not had to consider whether actual purposes of administrative 
decision-makers are relevant to the application of s 92. In Cde tlie Court accepted the 
stated conservation object, and the agreed fact provided that banning the sale of the 

=
ra ish was the only way in which tli.e object could be achievecll59 In Castlerruin! both 

ju ments said that the identified object was not" an aaeptable explanation or justijiratim fOr the 
. . tmunmt," lOO thus, the" true Wja:i'161 was found to be protectionist. In Bath, the 

majority started its analysis from the prima facie discrimination 'present on the face of the 
scheme. Their Honours said that the explanation for the exclUSIOn from the basis of 
calculation of the retailer's licence fee of tobacco products purchased within Victoria (that 
the interstate wholesaler would.not have paid a licence fee to the Victorian Government) 
tended" to underlin! rather than rerrme the prrxeaionist dJaraaer if the discrirrination at the retail 
/euJ' .162 In Betfairthe Rlurality did not examine the possible purpose of the Western 
Australian legislature 3 but did conclude that one protectionist purpose would be sufficient 

149 See Gstfem:Un, at 478 per Gaudron and McHugh JJ. 
150 See M Coper, "Section 92 of the Australian Constitution since Olev WhiJfoJd' in Lee and Wmterton (eds), 
A ustmlian Omstitutioml Persp«ti'1I5 (1992) 129 at 142: " ... perhaps in this area [administrative discretions] the criterion 
of purpose will be more important than that of effect" . 
151 PerramJ at [21], [239]. 
152 (1916) 22 OR 556. 
153 Ibid at 601. 
154 294 US 511 (1934) at 519, 521, 522, 527. 
155 336 US 525 (1948) at 530-2,535. 
156 The former in Betfair at 460 [35] and both in Castfem:Un, at 470. 
157 (2005) 224 OR 322 at 353 [38] (Gleeson q and HeydonJ), 392-4 [173HI79] (Gwnmow J) and 460-3 [416}[427] 
(Hayne J). See also BrennanJ in Natiormide New; PtyLinitniv WtlIs (1992) 177 UR 1 at 53-61 and Gleeson q, 
McHugh and Gummow JJ inAMS vAIF (1999) 199 UR 160 at 233 [221]. 
158 See e.g. (2005) 224 OR 322 at 394 [178] (Gummow J), 462 [423] (Hayne J). 
159 (1988) 165 UR 360 at 363 ([8] of the further agreed facts) and 409. 
160 (1989) 169 UR 436 at 477 and 480. 
161 Ibid at 477 and 473: "The true object in such a case is critical to its validity". 
162 Bath at 426. 
163 B<ifoir at 480 [113]. 
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to characterise the law as protectionist.l64 His Honour Heydon J found, in relation to one 
of the impugned provisions, that" so Wde is the tedmique adopted - so ill·suited is it to adier.e the 
endslljJjJaedly admnt:J?£i . that it mtSt Ix! irforred that the oitly purfJae is protectionist' .165 As for the 
admimstratlve decision to refuse to approve Betfair's use of WA race fields, the Minister's 
apparent discretion to grant or withhold approval was illusory given the prohibition on 
betting with betting exchanges in Western Australia. Therefore there was no need to 
consider the actual purposes that actuated the Minister. 

107. This is a relatively exceptional case where the relevance of actual purpose is squarely raised. 

108. First, the respondents are administrative bodies whose intentions, purpose and object can 
be detennined without the constraints imposed upon determining the 'purpose' or 'object' 
of legislation.l66 

109. Secondly, a finding as to that purpose has been made by the trial judge and was not 
overttimed on appeal. This findirig was supported by the overwhelming evidence of the 
material before the boards of botli of the respondents, all of which can be used to infer 
each respondent's purpose or object in imposing the impugned fee conditions.l67 

110. Thirdly, and most importantly; the creation of a scheme where the potential non
compliance with s 92 resides at an administrative and not legislative level creates a risk that 
the delegation of the decision-making power will be used as an exr.edient or device to 
achieve, by indirect means, that which could not be done directly. 68 

111. Betfair submits that on any of the approaches identified ~bove, the differential burden 
imposed on it by the respondents should be characterizeC! as protectionist. 

PART VII CoNSTITUfIONAL, STATUTORY AND REGULATORY PROVISIONS 

112. See the attached appendix for the full text of the relevant constitutional, statutory and 
regulatory provisions. 

PART VIII ORDERS SOUGHT 

113. See the notice of appeal dated 24 March 2011 for the precise form of the orders sought. 

Dated: 8 April 2011 

NJ~ 7 
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T: 03 9225 7078 
F: 03 9640 3101 F: 02 92213724 
e: njyoung@melboumechambers.com.aue: morgan@tenthfloor.org 

164 Bet/air at 464 [48]. 
165 Betfairat 484 [134]. 
166 A nhur Yate; & CoPty LVri1frl v Vcg1aI:JeSmls Clm7ittre (1945) 72 CLR37 at 68. 
167 Tdstra CorparationLVri1frl vHurstr.il1e CiJy GwriI (2002) 118 FCR 198 at 221 [50]. 
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168 See the passage from Guy vBaltinvre at 443 quoted by the plurality in Bd/air at 462 [42]. 
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